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Photoshop Elements is a more accessible version of Adobe's flagship product, Photoshop. Elements is geared to business users, students, and home users who nonetheless want professional-looking images for their print and Web projects. Topics covered in the book include capturing and editing photos from traditional or digital cameras, correcting color, working with layers, erasing backgrounds and creating photo-illustrations, editing Web graphics, and simulating print and drawing techniques. Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Photoshop Elements in 24 Hours is an easily accessible tutorial that uses a friendly, conversational writing style to teach readers the basics--an approach that should especially appeal to Photoshop Elements users.      

       About the Author
     

Carla Rose started her photography career at the age of 8 with a Brownie   Hawkeye. A graduate of the School of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, she   worked as a TV news photographer and film editor, as well as an advertising   copywriter and graphic artist, before discovering the Macintosh. She has written   all or part of more than two dozen computer books, including Sams Teach Yourself   Photoshop 7 in 24 Hours; Maclopedia; Adobe InDesign for the Mac; Sams Teach   Yourself Digital Photography in 14 Days; Sams Teach Yourself Photoshop 4 in 14   Days; The Whole Mac; Managing the Windows NT Server; PageMaker 6.5 Complete;   Sams Teach Yourself Photoshop 4 in 24 Hours; Sams Teach Yourself Photoshop 5 in   24 Hours; Sams Teach Yourself Photoshop 5.5 in 24 Hours; Sams Teach Yourself   Photoshop 6 in 24 Hours; Mac Online; The First Book of Macintosh; The First Book   of PageMaker 4 for Macintosh; It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad Mac; Turbocharge Your   Mac; and Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About the Mac. She is a contributing   editor for Photoshop User Magazine and has also written for publications ranging   from the Atlantic Fisherman to Adobe Magazine to the New Yorker. She lives near   Boston, Massachusetts, with her husband, audio guru Jay Rose, and three large,   friendly cats. She welcomes email addressed to author@graphicalcat.com but   regrets that she cannot reply to every message.    

Jennifer Fulton, iVillage's former "Computer Coach," is an experienced computer   consultant and trainer with over 20 years in the business. Jennifer is also the   best-selling author of more than 100 computer books written for both the   education and retail markets, including Sams Teach Yourself PaintShop Pro 8 in   24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself Windows ME in 10 Minutes, How to Use Microsoft   Publisher 2000, How to Use Microsoft Office XP, Easy Outlook 2000, Sams Teach   Yourself Excel 2000 in Ten Minutes, Office 2000 Cheat Sheet, and The Complete   Idiot's Guide to Upgrading and Repairing Your PC.    

Jennifer lives in the Midwest with her husband, Scott, who is also a computer   book author, and her daughter, Katerina, an author-to-be. They live together in   a small home filled with many books, some of which they have not actually   written themselves.      
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Milton's Angels: The Early-Modern ImaginationOxford University Press, 2010

	Milton's Paradise Lost, the most eloquent, most intellectually daring, most learned, and most sublime poem in the English language, is a poem about angels. It is told by and of angels; it relies upon their conflicts, communications, and miscommunications. They are the creatures of Milton's narrative, through which he sets the...
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Developing and Evaluating Security-Aware Software SystemsIGI Global, 2012

	As computer technologies continue to evolve and new security threats emerge, secure-aware software developments are essential in the software engineering field.


	Developing and Evaluating Security-Aware Software Systems provides innovative ideas and methods on the development, operation, and maintenance of secure software...
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Controlling Energy Demands in Mobile Computing Systems (Synthesis Lectures on Mobile and Pervasive Computing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2007
This lecture provides an introduction to the problem of managing the energy demand of mobile devices. Reducing energy consumption, primarily with the goal of extending the lifetime of battery-powered devices, has emerged as a fundamental challenge in mobile computing and wireless communication. The focus of this lecture is on a systems approach...
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Modeling Students' Mathematical Modeling Competencies: ICTMA 13Springer, 2009
As we enter the 21st century, there is an urgent need for new approaches to mathematics education emphasizing its relevance in young learners’ futures. Modeling Students’ Mathematical Modeling Competencies explores the vital trend toward using real-world problems as a basis for teaching mathematics skills, competencies, and...
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Advanced Negotiation TechniquesApress, 2015

	Advanced Negotiation Techniques provides a wealth of material in a winning combination of practical experience and good research to give you a series of tools, techniques, and real-life examples to help you achieve your negotiation...
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Let's Talk About Sex and Muslim Love: Essays on Intimacy and Romantic Relationships in IslamAl-Walaa Publications, 2016

	Sex, intimacy, and love remain taboo topics in many Muslim circles today. Some believe such intimate subjects should not be discussed at all, and others see no need for restrictions being placed on either their discussion or practice. Let’s Talk About Sex and Muslim Love is a collection of some of the most widely read essays and...
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